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Dear Mr Cowperthwaite

Risks due to flooding addressed in documents vol2bch10floodriskissued and
vol3iappendix101floodconsequencesassessment1 are not considered adequately
They do not address the small but potentially catastrophic risk of loss of containment due
to large scale collapse of a quarry wall into the upper or lower ponds .. this is an occasional
occurrence in the quarries confirmed by eyewitness testimony – the geological report vol2a
ch8 geology ground conditions issued notes “evidence of numerous small scale faults on the
south eastern face of the quarry. There also is evidence of major slope failure on the buttress
and of general instability of the quarry faces” but does not see any major problem with
this. Residents in the flowpath of any flooding might.

There is high possibility of unexpected flowpaths connecting the whole quarry system
deriving from earlier documented and undocumented quarry workings. The sudden failure
of an undocumented tunnel working could lead to large scale loss of containment. The
Developers seem overly confident that they can control such unknown risks. For more on
this see also the Hydrogeological report vol3g appendix 8.1 glyn rhonwy report

Additionally a risk posed by the structure known as the “Bomb Store” just outside the north
east boundary of the site has not been addressed. This is the remains of a larger underground
munitions store which collapsed during the second world war due to the poor quality of
construction. The remaining structure has an area of roughly the size of a football field with
a void space of approx 7m and approx 5m of slate overburden. According to my enquiries
with the owners Gwynedd Council, it was last surveyed in 1997 .. see the attached report
Glyn Rhonwy bomb store structural report 1997 kindly supplied by Gwynedd Council,
which notes spalling of some of the concrete revealing the steel reinforcement and suggested

some repairs .. but was assessed as essentially being in sound condition. However
Gwynedd Council tell me no work has been carried out nor is likely to be until a potential
buyer/user for the site is found and that there is no programme of continuous monitoring nor
plan for such. But, this assessment is nearly twenty years old. This structure lies about
130m from the toe of the proposed dam for the lower tailpond. If the structure were to
collapse, then there could be a significant shockwave locally with a possible impact on the
integrity of thedam structure. This possibility is not addressed by the developer, and the
public needs to be reassured this has been considered. I think that at the very least, given its
proximity to the proposed dam structure, a programme of continuous monitoring be
instigated, in the interests of public safety. (if required I can supply email correspondence
discussing all this)

Residents downstream of the Dinorwig scheme, along the Afon Seiont, are already subject to
rapid river level changes from unannounced releases of water into the system. Flooding
events are becoming more frequent as a result of climate change. And pumped storage
schemes on both sides of the valley are likely to be experiencing the need to discharge excess
water at the same time as the whole area is experiencing flooding, thereby excacerbating the
problem. There is no mention of coordinating discharges with the commercial competitor
company across the valley. These issues are not addressed in the Developers documentation
for Glyn Rhonwy scheme.

Residents of properties along the A4086 below Q6 are particularly concerned that seepage
from the quarry will raise the groundwater table downhill of the site. There are historic
wells in the vicinity of these properties which are likely to overflow if the water table
rises. These residents need assurance that their properties will not be detrimentally
affected.

I note that in document Vol2B ch10 Flood Risk pp29 there is a reference to Dam Breach
Assessment and fatality and flowpath assessments which is deemed CONFIDENTIAL and
only to be provided to NRW. Why cannot something of such significance to the general
public not be published? Is this kind of confidentiality normal?
Yours Faithfully
Jeff Taylor

